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Abstract. General (human) intelligence critically includes understanding 
human action, both action production and action recognition. Human actions 
also convey social signals that allow us to predict the actions of others (intent) 
as well as the physical and social consequences of our actions. What’s more, we 
are able to talk about what we (and others) are doing. We present a framework 
for action recognition and communication that is based on access to the force 
dimensions that constrain human actions. The central idea here is that forces 
and force patterns constitute vectors in conceptual spaces that can represent 
actions and events. We conclude by pointing to the consequences of this view 
for how artificial systems could be made to understand and communicate about 
actions. 
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1 Introduction 

A critical aspect of human intelligence is reading the intentions of others, being able 
to understand their actions and the extent to which future behavior is determined by 
current behavior. This speaks to the predictive role in intelligent behavior. Much 
recent evidence (for a review see [1]) has demonstrated the role of human movement 
in understanding the social interaction between humans. Human movement can carry 
social information about the intentional state and future motor states of humans. 
Intelligent artificial systems that can use/exploit this information will have an 
advantage over systems that do not have access to this information. Intelligent 
artificial systems will need to both recognize human intention-governed action as well 
as produce actions that can be understood by humans. This is what humans seem to 
do, i.e., read each other’s intentions and act accordingly. 

Individual actions have specific activations of muscles which give rise to specific 
kinematic patterns. Being able to generalize beyond these situation-specific 
activations will allow us to act and understand other individuals across varying 
contexts. For example, throwing a stone can be done in a number of ways, and the 



exact kinematics (as well as dynamics) will vary depending on the individual and the 
object being thrown. Despite these contextual differences, we can easily see and 
describe what others are doing on a level that generalizes over the contextual 
differences. In this case, perception and language will both rely on access to an action 
representation hierarchy. Similar to objects, we generalize from specific examples of 
actions to broad action categories.  

In this article we will outline a unifying framework connecting action meaning 
with cognitive structures for action representation and categorization. We argue that 
this framework captures critical aspects of human action representation that can used 
by artificial systems to appropriately understand human actions. The central idea is 
that perceptions of forces and force patterns are appropriate basic elements in 
generating action categories. We also present evidence for the hierarchical 
organization of action categories and demonstrate the relation between this 
organization and our ability to communicate about actions on different hierarchical 
levels. 

2 Representing actions as conceptual spaces: sensorimotor 
grounding and force dimensions 

There is considerable evidence for the sensorimotor grounding of action concepts 
[2]. These concepts allow us to create different categories of actions on the basis of 
patterns of similarity and movement. Running, walking, throwing, waving, etc., have 
characteristic kinematic patterns, and these patterns affect our perception of what 
others are doing as well as the words we use to communicate about human actions [3-
4]. Recent results [5] also show the significant relationship between action 
understanding and human movement kinematics for hand and arm actions. 

The idea here is that successful interpretation of human actions as a basis for 
social interaction requires grounding action understanding the physical constraints 
that govern movement of the human body. This includes both internal and external 
constraints. Internal constraints are for example the degrees of freedom that a human 
body has and the forces that it has to affect objects in the environment. These forces 
include muscle strength as well as the ways in which the body can move in order to 
exploit the available muscle strength. The external constraints are the physical 
properties in the surrounding environment. 

Another source of information that can be used to recognize human actions is the 
kinematics associated with human body movement, i.e., motion as such. There is a 
relationship between kinematics and dynamics in the sense that the dynamics (forces) 
will to some extent determine the kinematic patterns associated with different human 
actions. 

When one perceives an action, one does not just see the movement; one also 
extracts the forces that control different kinds of motion. [6] formulates this as the 
principle of kinematic specification of dynamics, which says that the kinematics of a 
movement contain sufficient information to identify the underlying dynamic force 
patterns. Our proposal is that, by adding forces, one obtains the basic tools for 
analyzing the dynamic properties of actions. The language of vectors will be of great 
representational convenience here.  



3 Actions as convex regions 

[7] argues that properties can be represented by convex regions of conceptual 
spaces. For example, the property of being red is represented by a convex region of 
the three-dimensional color space. Certain sets of dimensions are integral, for 
example the color dimensions, in the sense that one cannot assign an object a value on 
one dimension without giving it a value on the other(s) [8]. We define a domain as a 
set of integral dimensions. 

A concept – in the most general sense – can then be defined as a bundle of 
properties that also contains information about how the different properties are 
correlated. For example, the concept of an apple has properties that correspond to 
regions of the color domain, the shape domain, the taste domain, the nutrition domain, 
etc. Correspondingly, object concepts can be represented as a complex of properties 
from a number of domains: that is, bundles of properties. 

Action categories can be represented as convex regions in a conceptual space. 
Accordingly, a convex region is characterized by the criterion that for every pair of 
points v1 and v2 in the region all points in between v1 and v2 are also in the region. 
The implication of this notion of convexity when applied to action categories is that if 
two actions are categorized as exemplars of the same category, and they occupy 
separate points in a convex region, then any action exemplar occupying a space 
between then will be categorized as belonging to the same category. 

It is important to note that this framework takes the context of categorization into 
account by stipulating that the dimensions of actions determine the basis for assigning 
properties to actions as well as determining the relations among the properties. In this 
sense, different contexts, perhaps defined by different goals or other situational 
factors, will lead to the use of different dimensions and thereby different regions of 
convexity.  

For many actions – for example moving and lifting – a single force vector may be 
sufficient, but for others – such as walking and swimming – a complex of forces is 
involved. We therefore define an action as a pattern of forces since several force 
vectors are interacting (by analogy with the system of differential equations in [9]). 

This framework views the action spaces as geometrical structures, and as such we 
can view objects/actions as being psychologically closer (more similar) or further 
from one another (less similar) in vector space. To identify the structure of the action 
space, one should investigate similarities between actions. For example, walking is 
more similar to running than to throwing. An action category can then, in the same 
way as with other kinds of categories, be characterized as a convex region in a space 
of force vectors or force patterns. [10-11] present some further empirical evidence 
that supports this definition of action categories. 

In a way similar to object categories, results from psycholinguistic experiments 
show that action categories also appear to have a hierarchical taxonomic organization 
[12]. It should be noted that the above definition of conceptual spaces immediately 
generates a model of hierarchies of action categories. The idea is that if a region 
representing action category A is a subregion of the region representing category B, 
then A is a subcategory of B. For example, the force patterns corresponding to the 
verbs march, stride, strut, saunter, tread, etc., can all be seen as subregions of the 
force patterns that describe walk.  



3.1 Action prototypes 

If force dimensions are central aspects of actions and action representation that serve 
perception and production, then we would expect these dimensions to play a critical 
role in the structure/metric of conceptual spaces for actions. The results from [13] 
provide support for this view of a metric representation of action categories. They 
created morphs between four action prototypes for running, walking, limping and 
marching. This resulted in a space of many different action morphs that were 
combinations of for example running and walking or running and marching, etc. 
Human subjects then provided ratings regarding the naturalness of the action morphs 
that existed somewhere between the different prototypes. These naturalness ratings 
could be reliably predicted on the basis of knowing what (force) dimensions were 
used to create the morphs from the original action prototypes. In this case, the 
psychological data could be mapped onto the action space created by different linear 
combinations of each prototype. This shows that the convexity of the action space 
represented by action morphs reflected the rating behavior of the subjects. 

Action perception and representation appear to be structured around a kind of 
motor template (prototype) that generates a force pattern which best represents a 
given category of action [3]. Action concepts therefore contain information about 
prototypical spatiotemporal patterns of human movement. 

Access to an action prototype is also consistent with data from human 
categorization results. Results from typicality and action verification studies using 
point-light displays of biological motion [12] indicate that the time to verify the 
category membership of different kinds of walking, kicking, throwing and waving are 
highly inversely correlated with judgments of typicality for those same actions. An 
important factor here is that this occurs as a result of reading a category label 
(WALKING) and then viewing different point-light displays of walking instances. 
There is considerable subject agreement about which actions are prototypical for the 
different action categories and which action exemplars are atypical, or poor examples 
of the action category. 

4 The two-vector model of events 

The analysis of actions can be used as a basis for modeling events. The model 
presents events as complex structures that build on other conceptual spaces: in 
particular, the action space. The central idea is that an event can be cognitively 
represented as a mapping between two types of vectors:  

─ The two-vector condition: A representation of an event contains at least two vectors 
and at least one object – a result vector representing a change in properties of the 
object and a force vector that represents the cause of the change. 

The structure of the event is determined by the mapping from force vector to result 
vector. We call the central object of an event the patient.  

As a simple example of the model, consider the event of John moving a book. The 
force vector is generated by an agent: John. The result vector is a change in the 
location of a book and thus a change in the book’s properties. The outcome depends 



on the properties of the patient as well as other aspects of the surrounding world: e.g., 
friction. Even though prototypical event representations also contain an agent, some 
event representations need not involve an agent: e.g., in cases of falling, drowning, 
dying, growing, and raining. 

The vectorial representation of forces provides a natural spatialization of causation 
that unifies the model with other applications of conceptual spaces. In the limiting 
case when the result vector is the identity vector (with zero length), the event is a 
state. However, states can be maintained by balancing forces and counterforces: for 
example, when a prop prevents a wall from falling. 

Notice that since force and result vectors can form categories – as convex spaces 
of mappings – a natural extension is that events also form categories, as mappings 
between action categories and change categories. For example the set of all force 
vectors involved in moving a book is naturally convex, and so is the set of all paths 
(change vectors) of moving the book to the desk. 

The proposed model allows one to represent events at different levels of 
generality. There are subcategories of events, just as for object and action categories. 
For example, pushing a door open is that subcategory of pushing a door, where the 
force vector exceeds the counterforce of the patient. Pushing a door but failing to 
open it is another subcategory, where the counterforce annihilates the force vector.  

A limiting case of the event model, expressed linguistically by intransitive 
constructions such as “Victoria is walking” and “Oscar is jumping,” is when the 
patient is identical to the agent. In these cases, the agent exerts a force on 
him/her/it/self: in other words, the agent modifies its own position in its space of 
properties. 

5 Communicating actions via verbs 

The two-vector model of events has immediate consequences for how verbs can 
be learned and used by robots. The topic of verb learning in robot is currently studied 
by several groups [14-16]. These attempts, however, focus on result verbs. For 
example, [14] used seven behavior categories: push-left, push-right, place-left, place-
right, push-forward, place-forward and lift. (Even though “push” is a manner verb, it 
is used in the “move” meaning in this context). Their algorithms for learning the verb 
meanings are based on “affordance relations” between entities, behaviors and effects. 
In terms of the semantic model presented here, entities correspond to patients, 
behaviors to force vectors and effects to result vectors. [14] then present vector-based 
models for how an iCub robot can extract prototypical effect (result) vectors for the 
seven categories above.  

We propose that this methodology be extended also to manner verbs. For example 
to be able to distinguish between “push” and “hit”, the robot should calculate and 
categorize the force vectors in the actions. If it is observing another agent pushing or 
hitting, the force vectors can be extracted from the second derivatives of the 
kinematics of the movements (for example exploiting the methods of [3]. We know 
from [17] that the human brain is extremely efficient in this.  

Then the robot must learn the mapping from force vectors to result vectors. Hitting 
a ball will have different consequences from gently pushing it. Such an associative 



mapping can be extracted from a combination of observing the force and result 
vectors of other agents interacting with objects and learning from the robots own 
interactions with objects and their results.  

The framework can also be applied to verb meaning by explaining similarities 
between verbs, by building on the distances between the underlying vectors. The fact 
that the meaning of walk is more similar to that of jog than that of jump can be 
explained by the fact that the force patterns representing walking are more similar to 
those for jogging than those for jumping. Although we have not presented the details 
of the similarities of the actions involved, these can be worked out systematically 
from the proposed vectorial representation of actions.  

In a parallel way, the theory explains the general pattern of the sub-categorizations 
of verbs: For example, the force patterns corresponding to the verbs march, stride, 
strut, saunter, tread, etc., can all be seen as subsets (more precisely, sub-regions) of 
the force patterns that describe walk. The inference from e.g. “Oscar is marching” to 
“Oscar is walking” follows immediately from this inclusion of regions within one 
another. No previous theory of verb semantics seems to account for these two central 
properties. 

Finally, [18] distinguish between manner verbs and result verbs – where “manner 
verbs specify as part of their meaning a manner of carrying out an action, while result 
verbs specify the coming about of a result state” [19]. The single domain constraint 
provides an immediate explanation of this distinction, mapping manner verbs onto the 
force vector and the result verbs on the result vector. 

5.1 Summary of the semantics 

The building blocks for the semantics of verbs are two extensions of the theory of 
conceptual spaces: (i) a model of actions as patterns of forces, and (ii) a model of 
events as couplings of force vectors (patterns) and result vectors associated to a 
patient space. 

Using these models, the main semantic thesis is that verbs refer to convex regions 
defined by a single semantic domain (as do adjectives). Together with the framework 
of conceptual spaces, this approach explains many features of the semantics of verbs. 
By focusing on vector representations, one obtains a strong tool for systematizing 
linguistic data. 

6 Conclusions and applications 

The framework put forth here reflects central findings regarding human action 
perception and production. Conceptual spaces, and specifically force vectors and 
force patterns, can be used to model our understanding and communication about the 
actions of the other humans. The ability to understand and communicate about our 
own actions and the actions of other is a fundamental aspect of our daily activity. The 
main cognitive elements are action representations and the main linguistic elements 
associated with actions are verbs.  

A central question is therefore how speakers construe the mapping between 
actions and action representations either a concepts or linguistically as verbs. Within 



in the past 10 years, increasing evidence [20-21] indicates a close mapping between 
sensorimotor activity and verb meaning. Furthermore, force and kinematic 
information about the motion of other bodies seems to be a shared basis for verb 
understanding. For example, recent results [22] show that information about grip 
force is encoded in the meaning of manual action verbs. 

Regarding learning, the robot must learn the mapping from force vectors to result 
vectors. Hitting a ball will have different consequences from gently pushing it. Such 
an associative mapping can be extracted from a combination of observing the force 
and result vectors of other agents interacting with objects and learning from the robots 
own interactions with objects and their results.  

A complicating factor is that various contextual factors may influence the 
connection between the force and the result vector. For example, pushing an object on 
ice may lead to different results than pushing the same object in the same way on a 
lawn. This means that the learning involves a mapping from the three factors: force 
vector, object, and context to the result vector. Extracting such a mapping is not an 
easy task, even in a simplified environment. However, by using clustering techniques 
or verbal input to the robot, the aim should be to learn a mapping from categories of 
force vectors and categories of objects to categories of result vectors that can also take 
some relevant contexts into account.  

Implementing such a learning mechanism in an artificial system is a sizeable task. 
However, this is the kind of mapping that children learn during their first years [21]. 
By manipulating objects in different ways and in different circumstances, they learn 
about the consequences of their actions. The learning is scaffolded by the language 
learning that is going on at the same time. We believe that the two-vector model of 
events that has been presented here is a powerful tool for implementing the learning 
of action meaning in artificial systems.  
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